Aircode™ can now even be
found on the dance floor!
Aircode™, which has established itself as a strong brand both in
Sweden and abroad, has now reached the restaurant sector with
its successful environmental solution for clean air. The Aircode™
technology creates an indoor environment characterised by
clean air that is free from odours, particles and bacteria, all in an
effective and energy-efficient manner. Regardless of the area of
application, Aircode purifies the air in a short space of time, and
is a good friend of asthmatics and those with allergies.

D u s t P a rtic le D ec a y

Clean, fresh air is something that is now demanded and highly valued by
both customers and staff. Magnus Nystrand, manager of one of many
Harrys restaurants, says:

The Aircode technology is not only a revolutionarily simple solution to
ventilation problems, but is also very energy-efficient. By installing
Aircode™ in their premises instead of extensive, costly interventions,
customers have saved thousands of kronor.
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”After installing Aircode™, we have received extremely positive
feedback from people, in particular people with asthma problems, who
say that the indoor air at Harrys is unique for the sector.”
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Minute s

A visit to the restaurant is a complete experience
The Swedish-owned company Harrys has
entered into a collaboration with Aircode. A visit
to the restaurant is a complete experience, and
this is where Aircode comes into the picture.
For visitors, it is essential for the air they
breathe to be fresh and odour-free, as the
restaurant is open all day.
Magnus Nystrand has installed Aircode™ at the
entrance, by the large dance floor, as well as in
the main bar, and has noticed a considerable
difference. He says:
“A fresh indoor environment creates a better and healthier working
environment, which generates a more pleasant stay for our customers
and staff.
“Fresh air also provides a more luxurious atmosphere and improves the
experience. Our customers have noticed the improved air in the
premises and are very satisfied with the results.
“Aircode™ is a simple, versatile solution that produces an impressively
large effect. We are extremely satisfied,” concludes Magnus Nystrand.
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Aircode™ CX-100
A self-contained, stainless steel unit that can
easily be installed in the ceiling or the wall
with four screws and a plug connector.
The CX-100 creates a fresher climate in
waste disposal rooms, areas for returnable
glass, beer stores, changing-rooms and
other closed areas.
The unit eliminates odours, bacteria, airborne
microbes, gases, mould and fungal spores.

Aircode™ ID AC-550
The Aircode ID 500 is an ionisation unit for
installation in ventilation ducts. The unit
creates a clean indoor climate in industrial
facilities as well as in commercial buildings
and public premises.
The unit eliminates odours, bacteria, airborne
microbes, gases, mould and fungal spores.
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